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Audition Information and Tips 
• Auditions are May 17-20. 
• Each performer will sign up for a short time slot where they will audition for the 

panel of directors. 
• We cast all actors who audition for our productions. We often double cast shows, 

meaning that 2 actors will play the same role for different performances. This 
gives many actors the chance to shine! 

• Actors will chose from this selection of monologues/prompts and songs (if 
applicable) to prepare for each show they would like to audition for. If you are 
auditioning for a musical, please prepare a monologue AND a song. 

• Memorization is encouraged, but not required. We want the actors to be 
confident and give their best possible performance, so if they want to have 
access to their audition materials, that is just fine. 

• There is no fee to audition, but production registration fees are due for all cast 
members prior to the first rehearsal for that show. 

 
Callbacks 

• Some actors will be asked to attend Callbacks on Sunday, May 21. They will be 
asked to stay for an entire 2-3 hour block of time. If an actor is not called back for 
a show, it doesn’t mean they are not cast in that show. It means we already know 
which role that will be the best fit for them. 

• Callbacks are held at South Point (810 Preston Lane). 
• The times for callbacks are: 

Addams Family   9:00am-12:00pm  
Shrek JR   12:00-2:30pm  
Seven for Sidmouth  2:30-5:00pm  
Student Director 101 5:00-6:30pm 
Isolation: A Romance 6:30-9:00pm 
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Isolation: A Romance Monologues 
Prepare one of the three following monologues: 
Monologue #1: KEITH 

First half, two quarters. Teams figuring each other out. Maybe one team, they jump 

way out ahead, go into the locker room for halftime leading by fifteen, call it twenty 

points. You think, oh, this other team, they’re out of it. But halftime, the teams both get 

a chance to make adjustments. They look at their plan, whatever they decided to do 

when they first hit the floor, and they see what worked, what didn’t work. If they’re up, 

they make a plan to come back out in the third and finish them off. Do more of what’s 

working. But if they’re down, they’ve got to figure out what happened. They’ve got to go 

back to the board and come up with something new. When they come back out after 

halftime, then it comes down to execution. Who’s gonna do it? Both teams got a plan, 

but only one of them is gonna work. The team that’s up, are they gonna keep running 

away with it? The team that’s down, are they gonna make it a game? That’s the third 

quarter. The fourth, yeah, it’s at the end, but by then, most of it’s already decided. 

 
Monologue #2: NICOLETTE 

He used to have a lot of records. Vinyl, you know? When there’s a lot of records 

around, and your dad takes care of them the way mine did, you start to think there’s 

something important in them. Secrets. Whatever. You pick them up and look at them, 

and they fold out. They used to have liners inside, and sometimes they have the lyrics 

printed on them. And I’d look at these words, and I think, something about seeing them 

on the liner made me think about the people who wrote them. They weren’t just these 

things that you couldn’t really understand because the music was loud, but someone 

thought about them, and wrote them down. I think that’s what really made me want to 

write songs. That someone cared enough about something to write it down, which 

makes it permanent. When I was about six, I got this little notebook, and started writing 

stuff down. Whatever I thought about. I’ve got boxes of them now. Here’s my latest. 
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Monologue #3 

 

MONICA: All right. You take this delivery, and you come back here, and we’ll fill out the 

paperwork. Don’t crash your car, because I’m not liable. If you steal the pizza, you’re 

barred from the place. I remember your face, I remember your name. Keith. Go to this 

address, written here. He’s already paid, so you just have to get him to sign the receipt 

at the door. You got a pen? Take this pen. Don’t ask the customers for a pen. You 

have a driver’s license? You got any tickets? You ever been in a crash? I’m desperate, 

so I’m not thinking straight, and it’s hot back there. Go, before I change my mind. 
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Seven for Sidmouth Monologues 
Prepare one of the three following monologues: 
 
We are looking for interesting characters.  Be creative with your interpretation! 
 
 
Monologue #1:  
 
Enough! Let me tell you how it’s going to be. My men and I, we grow hungry. 

Ravenous, to be honest. And so that we do not starve, in these lean times, we prevail 

upon the charity of good people like you. We consider ourselves your guests and thank 

you for your hospitality. Sidmouth is one of our new homes. And though we are 

nomadic people, we do like to have a place to call our own, even if it’s just for a good 

meal before we set back out on our way. Please, go on as you were. Catch your fish. 

Live your lives. But, from time to time, we will call upon you to share and share alike. 

What do you say, Parson? 

We’ll be back, Sidmouth. You’d better have our beds made and our table set.     

 

Monologue #2:  
 

I’ll admit to you, my brothers, that I’ve gained new perspective in recent days. No doubt 

inspired by our recent brush with the villainous Right Eye, I have come to guard our 

precious cod with my very life. I repent of my previous ill temper towards this life-giving 

fish. Were it not for the cod, who would we be? Beggars, perhaps? Even worse! 

Bandits, riding the countryside, menacing all those who work honestly for their daily 

bread? I shudder at the thought. No, we fishermen make our way in the world by the 

cod, for the cod, with the knowledge that the cod provides for us. I do not hate the cod, 

and if ever I said I hate the cod, I renounce those words as forcefully as possible. I love 

the cod!  
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Monologue #3:  
 

Yes. I’ll get right to it. We’re mostly humble fishermen. Peaceful people. We don’t fight. 

You look like a man who knows how to handle himself. And we’re very much in need of 

men like you. We’ve recently been set upon by a band of thieves. They threaten our 

way of life. Our very lives, in fact. These are men who cannot be reasoned with. Like 

the gentleman you’ve just so ably dispatched, they only understand force. We are 

unable to deliver them the lesson they need. You, on the other hand, might be able to 

help us. We’re looking for a patron. Someone to defend our village from these villains. I 

will be honest--we can offer no payment beyond a place to sleep and meals to eat. We 

must rely upon your good nature and, if I read you right, your devotion to higher 

principles. What do you say? Will you fight for us?   
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Shrek The Musical JR Monologues & Music 
Prepare one of the following music selections (found after monologues): 

• I Think I Got You Beat (measures 33-49) 
• Travel Song (measures 11-25) 
• This Is How a Dream Comes True (measures 6-21) 
• Morning Person (measures 4-18) 

 
All songs will be performed acapella. We will be able to provide a starting pitch, if you would like one. 
 
AND 

Prepare one of the four following monologues  
 
Monologue #1: SHREK 

No, Donkey, I’m not lost, I’m just trying to find the best way to Duloc. I’ll be fine on my 

own, thanks. (Pause) Fine, only because I’m lost, you can come with me. On one 

condition! You keep the jabbering to a minimum. For your information, there’s a lot 

more to ogres than people think. Example… um… Ogres are like onions! No, not 

because they stink. Not because they make you cry either. Layers! Onions have 

layers, ogres have layers. Onions have-- you get it?! We both have layers! No, ogres 

are not like parfaits! This may turn into the longest day of my life… 

 
Monologue #2: FIONA 
You rescued me! You did it! You-did-it-you-did-it-you-did-it! You’re amazing, you’re 

wonderful, you’re… a little unorthodox, I’ll admit BUT-- Thy deed is great and thine 

heart is pure. I am eternally in your debt. And where would a brave knight be without 

his noble steed? Well, sir Shrek, the battle is won, you may remove your helmet. 

(SHREK does not remove his helmet.) 

Please, I wouldest look upon the face of my rescuer. Now just take off the helmet. 

Take it off! (SHREK removes his helmet.) You’re… an ogre? Oh, no! I’m supposed to 

be rescued by my true love! Not by some ogre and his… pet. Oh my gosh! It’s almost 

sunset! I NEED TO FIND SOMEWHERE TO CAMP RIGHT NOW! 
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Monologue #3: DONKEY 
Shrek, I know you can’t hear me right now. But if you could, I’d want to say a few 

things to you. I am in your corner, buddy, but you have got to tell this girl what you’re 

really feeling deep down. You may not get another chance! I’m sorry, but I did not 

come this whole way, putting up with you and your body odor, just so you can let her 

walk away like that. I’m an animal, I’ve got instincts, and you two were obviously 

digging on each other! Now, I’m going to get more firewood, before your fire dies. 

 
Monologue #4: FARQUAAD 
Ooo, Princess Fiona. She sounds perfect! Except for that dragon and lava thing. I’ll 

have to find someone else to go… I shall make Fiona my queen, and Duloc will have 

the perfect king! And now, good people of Duloc, the moment you’ve all been waiting 

for! The raffle drawing to determine who will have the honor of setting forth to rescue 

Princess Fiona from the fiery keep of the dragon! (SHREK enters.) Ahhh! An ogre! 

Wait a minute. Wait… a… minute! Oh this is too perfect. You’re big and hulking and… 

wonderfully expendable. Duloc, we have a winner! 
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“The Travel Song” 
DONKEY measures 11-25 
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“This Is How a Dream Comes True” 
FIONA measures 6-21 
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“Morning Person” 
ENSEMBLE measures 4-18 
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The Addams Family 
Prepare one of the following music selections (found after monologues): 

• Gomez - #20 Not Today measures 3-26  
• Morticia - #16 Just Around the Corner measures15-30, include spoken lines *Sing an octave 

lower than it is written* 
• Fester - #17 The Moon and Me  measures 28-44 
• Wednesday - #7 One Normal Night measures 1-31 
• Pugsley - #11 What If measures 187-end 
• Lucas - #7  One Normal Night measures 70-92 
• Alice - #13 Waiting measures13-28   
• Lurch - #23 Move Toward the Darkness measures18-32 AND 109-110  

  
All songs will be performed acapella. We will be able to provide a starting pitch, if you would like one. 
 
AND 
 
Choose one of the following 4 monologues to prepare for your audition.  
 
 
Monologue #1: FESTER 
Little Wednesday Addams - that charming, irrepressible bundle of malice who would 

poison her own brother just for a ride in the ambulance - has grown up and found love. 

So here's the deal. Gather around. I'm not letting you ancestors back into that crypt 

until love triumphs. Who is this Lucas fella? Is he worthy of her? Do they really love 

each other? What is love anyway? Does this rash look serious to you? So many 

questions about love. But when you think about it, is there anything more important? 

 
Monologue #2: GRANDMA 
The kid and I had a little heart-to-heart before. I told him to use his time wisely. Look 

who's talking - how much time have I got left? I'm a hundred and two, I have shingles 

and arthritis, and when I break wind it could start the windmills on an old Dutch 

painting. But I've still got one more round in me. Call me Cougar, but five'll get you ten 

there's a couple of 90-year-old hotties out there just waiting for this Grandma. Full 

Disclo... Full Disclo… I just peed a little.  
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Monologue #3: GOMEZ 
July 31st, 1715. The Spanish warship, Pico de Gallo, commanded by my great nautical 

ancestor, Captain General Redondo Ventana Laguna Don Jose Cuervo, leaves 

Madrid, bound for the new world. Three weeks later, he is still in Madrid, as Madrid is 

four hundred miles from the nearest ocean. A stubborn man, he sets sail anyway, only 

to sink, six months later, off the southern coast of Florida - a hostile land, inhabited by 

mosquitoes, rattle snakes, and many retired Jewish peoples. I go too far. No matter. 

The night, she is young. Welcome to our extremely normal home. Gomez Florencia 

Addams, at your service. Allow me to present my wife, la duena, mother of my 

children, el amor de mi vida... the love of my life - Morticia! 

 
 
Monologue #4: MORTICIA 
Humiliated! Shamed! Mortified! I told that Beineke woman we kept nothing from each 

other. And look at the thanks I get. I gave up my dreams for the sake of this family. I 

wanted to travel. I wanted to see Paris! I never saw the sewers of Paris! And now it'll 

never happen! So that's how it ends... alone and forgotten in a tiny room, living on cat 

food and broken dreams - that's what happens to mothers. Look at yours. She came 

for the weekend, the weeks turned into months, it's twelve years later and she's still up 

there: Deceived. Deluded. Smoking in the attic. A grandma. Well, I'm not going to end 

up like your mother. You lied to me, I can’t live with that. 
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